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1.Get to know your audience. Decide who you need to write for before proceeding with planning or writing an article. Identify the needs of 
your readership. What do your readers need to know? How does your own knowledge matchup against the information they need? This will 
be the easiest way for you to find a topic to write about
2.Be unique. If you are writing an article about something that other people are also writing about, try to be unique in how you approach the 
material
3.Be passionate. You should care about the topic you choose to write about. Your enthusiasm will show in your writing and it will be much 
more engaging for your readers

1.Learn the basics. Get the general explanation of whatever you are trying to write about. This will give you a basic framework for what to look 
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proceeding with writing your article.
2.Outline your article. Before you begin formal writing, you will want to outline your article.
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ABSTRACT:

Abstract Report: The Title Accurately Said The Study was About.

INTRODUCTION:

Introduction Report: This Article Include Full Introduction, Methods & Introduction Section.

METHODS & MATERIALS:

Methods & Materials Report: Tables/Boxes/Diagram & Images are Used to Explain Specific Points or 

Background Information. Figures That The Plotted Parameters are Clearly Mentioned.

 CONCLUSION:
Generally the used regression model during the study period has been significant and the average of model determination 
coefficient is high. As for the coefficient of all three proxies for earning patterns are significant and considering sample, the 
first and second hypothesis are accepted. The results of these hypotheses help investors or others to invest more efficiently 
(with a higher return and lower risk), receiving more benefit from opportunities, and assessing the reliability of reported 
earnings (profit).

Conclusion Report: The Text is Rounded off with a Conclusion that Discusses the Implication of The Findings & 

Ideas Discussed & Their Impact on Future Research Direction.

REFERENCES:

Reference Report: The author cited all the most relevant previous studies and explains how they relate to 

the current study

In this study the relationship between earning patterns and stock pricing and earning quality of the listed firms in Tehran 
Stock Exchange (TSE) have been studied. Earning patterns include profit stability, earning predictability and income 
smoothing. Sample of the study involve 430 listed firms in TSE, bud due to limitations of the study 98 of them have been 
selected for the period of 1999 to 2009.

Accounting scandal and collapse of firms like Enron and WorldCom in USA and Telvan in Australia caused serious concerns 
about earning management, allocating reported profit and ethical issues of those who prepare these reports and audit them. 
USA and Australians legislators answered to the firm's failure and their fraud by improving corporate governance principles, 
Mohammad Kohansal (2004).Accounting development, indeed, attracts investors capital and directs it to the productive 
public sectors, but in the other hand, considering risk and return, investors prefer to invest in industries with low risk and high 
return, regardless of whether it is productive or not. 

This study is a Quasi-experimental type, inaccounting positive research field. Financial data is collected from financial 
statements and reports, accounting softwares and databases. Data collection is library type and experimental. Concerning 
testing of hypothesis multiple regression has been used.
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